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Here are some great Father’s Day gifts you can make yourself using
super glue and other commonly found household items. We commend
these clever artists and thank them for the great inspiration.
[Happy Father's Day Graphics Credit: Makezine]
Read Full Article

Custom Wind Cover For Video
Camera Microphone

Here’s a clever idea! Check out this video on how to use super glue,
foam, and velcro to make a wind cover for the microphone on your
video camera. We suggest using a foam safe super glue, like Zap-O
or super glue with an accelerator like Zip-Kicker, for this project.
See Project

Salt Water Fly Fishing Tip

Salt water fly fishing takes place in the shallow waters off the coast
and requires some special leader reinforcement according to Capt.
Dan on the FlyFishLouisiana website. He notes that fly fishing in salt
water conditions presents unique challenges for fly fishing leaders,
“fishing in barnacle filled waters with mounds of oysters waiting to
wreck havoc with your leaders”, and proceeds to give some tips to
“eliminate braided loop failure”:
[Photo Credit: Fly Fish Louisiana]
See Tips

10 Fun Facts About Super Glue

1: Super Glue bonds instantly, but remains tacky until it actually
makes the connection between two substrates/surfaces.
#1 Note: This is why destructive pranksters have been able to apply
super glue to a toilet seat, leave, and later find someone stuck to the
toilet seat. If you apply super glue to only one surface the product will
not bond until another surface is joined with the glue.
Read all 10 facts.

Beware of Generic Super Glues
Consumers Beware: You may not realize this, but Super Glue is a
generic term. As a result there are many different companies out there
making tubes of super glue and labeling them with the words Super
Glue.
The Original Super Glue(R), a name trademarked by Super Glue
Corporation and Pacer Technology, has been the trusted brand
manufacturer for cyanocrylates (aka super glues and instant
adhesives) since the beginning of its availability for consumer use
decades ago.
Read full article.
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